Colour adds so much to any kitchen. Style, personality,
warmth…with colour, you can create a focal point, lighten
up dark corners or be mix-and-match creative. You can make
it warm and welcoming, traditional and timeless.
Whether you go for muted, earthy shades or cool blue and
grey tones, the exquisite craftsmanship and enduring design
of our Hoxton painted doors is a natural choice.

Anthracite
Lacquer*
Ice Blue

Sanded
Oak

Dust Grey
Kashmir

Ivory
Light Grey

Magnolia

Olive
Mussel
Stone Grey

White
Natural
Lacquer*

Chocolate
Lacquer*
Dakar

Disclaimer:
The colours on this page may vary from the actual finish due to printing techniques. If the colour choice is essential a
sample should be sought for final approval before purchase. Doors painted at different dates may also vary slightly
due to normal colour/pigment variation between paint batches and the natural ageing process.
*Anthracite Lacquer, Chocolate Lacquer and Natural Lacquer only available in Aske and Stonebridge.

The broad frame and deep
sunken panel of our Arlington
range really catches the
eye, its minimal square
edges and subtle joint detail
reflecting the purity of Shaker style.
Crafted from solid Ash with
an Ash-veneered centre panel,
each door features the
distinctive wood grain
combined with beautiful
pastel shades. Choose from
standard Ivory or ten
other colours.
COLOUR OPTIONS
Dakar
Dust Grey
Ice Blue
Ivory
Kashmir
Light Grey

Magnolia
Mussel
Olive
Stone Grey
White

SUGGESTED HANDLES
Cromwell ‘D’ handle
Finesse Knob & back plate
Finesse Strap handle
Westminster Square knob
Flat ‘D’ handle

Kitchen:
Ivory painted
Handles:
Flat
‘D’ handle

With its Solid Oak frame and
Oak-veneered centre panel,
there’s plenty to admire about our
Stonebridge doors.
Inspired by the purity of Shaker style,
details such as the bevel-edged
frame simply add to its elegant
look, available unfinished, in three
lacquered finishes or any of our
eleven pastel shades.

COLOUR OPTIONS
Dakar
Dust Grey
Ice Blue
Ivory
Kashmir
Light Grey
Magnolia

Mussel
Olive
Stone Grey
White
Anthracite Lacquer
Chocolate Lacquer
Natural Lacquer

SUGGESTED HANDLES

Kitchen: Natural Satin Finish
Handles: Flat ‘D’ handle

Cromwell ‘D’ handle
Finesse Knob & back plate
Finesse Strap handle
Westminster Square knob
Flat ‘D’ handle

COLOUR OPTIONS

Taking a traditional look and bringing it right up
to date, the Highbury is a truly timeless classic
fashioned from solid Ash with an Ash-veneered
centre panel.
Its sharp, clean lines and deep-grained painted
finish really highlight the raised panel style,
beautifully finished in standard Ivory or a choice
of ten other gorgeous colours.

Kitchen: Ivory painted
Handles: Beehive Knob

Kitchen: Dust Grey painted
Handles: Beehive Knob

Dakar
Dust Grey
Ice Blue
Ivory
Kashmir
Light Grey

Magnolia
Mussel
Olive
Stone Grey
White

SUGGESTED HANDLES
Cromwell ‘D’ handle
Finesse Knob & back plate
Finesse Strap handle
Westminster Square knob
Flat ‘D’ handle
Beehive Knob

COLOUR OPTIONS
Dakar
Dust Grey
Ice Blue
Ivory
Kashmir
Light Grey
Magnolia

Mussel
Olive
Stone Grey
White
Anthracite Lacquer
Chocolate Lacquer
Natural Lacquer

Neat, well-organised, effortlessly stylish…modern kitchens are many things, but thanks to its stunning
range of painted finishes Aske adds character to the list.
Mixed with strong, geometric lines and elegant details, it adds a deliciously cool twist to the concept of
the contemporary kitchen. It’s more than a place to prepare dinner – it’s a culinary work of art.
Available unfinished, in three lacquered finishes or any of our eleven pastel shades.
Kitchen: White, Anthracite Lacquer and Natural Lacquer
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